
Regional pulmonary distribution of slmKr gas delivered by three breathing systems was
determined. Data from 18 patients were analyzed. Posterior images were obtained
using each breathing system in turn. Distribution of Kr gas was determined in terms of
penetration and zonal indices. For penetration indices each lung was divided into a
central, intermediate, and peripheral region and these indices, defined as the ratio of
counts/cell in the intermediate or the peripheral region over those in the central
region, were calculated. For the zonal indices each lung was divided equally into upper
and lower zones and the percentage ratio of the counts in each zone to the total
counts in both lungswas calculated. For all patients, in addition, the size, height, and
width of each lung were determined from computer images. These parameters were
compared between the breathing systems using a paired t-test. It was found that there
were nostatisticaldifferencesamongthethreebreathingsystems,eitherinthe
regionalpulmonarydistributionof theslmKrgasor intheoverallshapesof thelungs.
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I@ oneofourearlierpublications(1)wereportedontheef
ficiency ofdifferent krypton-81m (8lmK,.) gas breathing sys
tems used for pulmonary ventilation studies. Four breathing
systems were described: these included a reservoir system, an
oxygenfacemask,a nasalcannulawithsoftspongeandanother
nasal cannula without sponge. Each system delivered slmKr
gas to patientswitha differentefficiency.The reservoirsystem
deliveredgas more efficientlythan did the others. Recently,
Hastings et al. (2) used similar breathing systems for deter
mination of regional pulmonary ventilation with 8lmKr gas.
They reportedthat differentbreathingsystemsproduceddif
ferent 81mj(@gas distribution within the lungs and that the lung
size, measured from apex to base, varied significantly. This
difference was ascribed to changes in breathing pattern re
sulting from varying internal resistance between systems.

Wehavereanalyzedthedata of 18patientsfromouroriginal
group of 30 patients. Only these patients inhaled 8lmKrgas
delivered through three breathing systems: a reservoir system,
a facemask,and onetype of nasalcannulawith soft sponge.
Each patient providedthree posterior lung imagesproduced
by inhaling 8lmKrgas through each of the three systemsin
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turn. There wasa delayof approximately3 mm betweenthe
use of each breathing system. In all but three patients the se
quence of reservoir system, face mask, and nasal cannula was
used.In onepatient the sequencewasreservoir,nasalcannula,
face mask, while in the other two the breathing order was face
mask,nasalcannula,reservoir.Posteriorimagesof lOOkcounts
weremadeand stored by a computer in a 64 X 64 matrix.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Lung images from the three breathing systems were si
multaneously displayed on a color television screen. The
background was gradually subtracted until the two lung fields
ofeach image werejust separated. Each lung was then divided
as illustrated in Fig. 1A and B. An isocount contour, equal in
magnitude to the backgroundcutoff, was applied to the cx
tremities of the lung fields. Horizontal (x-axis) and vertical
(y-axis) coordinates of the extremities of each lung were de
termined. For the determination of penetration indices, each
lungwasdividedinto three regionsof interest (ROI) in a way
similar, but not identical, to that described by Pavia et al. (3)
(Fig. lA). The ROIs were referred to as central, intermediate,
and peripheral.The central ROI occupiedonequarter of the
width, and the middle third of the height, of each lung. The
intermediate ROI occupied the area bounded by an isocount
contour 20%above the background cutoff. (For example, if the
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BreathingsystemsRem
ReservoirFace maskNasalcannulaLI

1.26(0.21)1.25(0.18)1.27(0.22)LPt
0.59(0.12)0.59(0.11)0.61(0.14)RIt
1.38(0.18)1.42 (0.23)1.42(0.17)RP@

0.61(0.11)0.63(0.13)0.63(0.10).

LI leftIntermediateROl.t
I, = left perIpheralROl.RI

right intermediateROl.Â§
RP right perIpheral ROl.

TABLE2
Comparison of Zonal Indices Among Th

Systems
(Meanands.d.)ree

BreathingBreathing

systemsftem
Reservoir FacemaskNasalcannulaLU

22.0(2.6) 21.9(2.4)21.4(2.5)LLt
25.6(4.5) 25.4(5.4)25.8(5.5)RU@
23.7(2.5)23.7(3.0)23.4(3.1)RL@
28.6(5.8) 28.8(5.6)29.4(6.0).

LU leftupperzone.t
LL left lowerzone.t
RU right upperzone.Â§
RL right lower zone.

ftem ReservoIr Face mask NasalcannulaU_*

327(98) 326(86) 322(87)
Area ALt 347(90) 353(91)349(88)Height

LL 25.0(3.1) 25.0(3.4) 24.8(3.6)
RL 25.6(3.2) 25.6(3.2) 25.3(3.3)Width
LL 13.4(2.4) 13.7(2.3) 13.7 (2.2)@
AL 13.8(2.4) 14.0(2.7) 14.0(2.5)t

Compared with reservoir system, paired t2.557,p
<0.05..

u_=leftlung.t
AL right lung.

TABLE1
Comparison of Penetration Indices Among Three

Breathing Systems
(Meanand s.d.)

whether or not it occupied the same position as another in the
field of view. This removed any ambiguity as to whether an
ROI defined on a particular image fitted another truly or
not.

The counts from each ROI and the total number of pixels
over each lung field were obtained for all images. In addition,
the height and the width of each lung were determined. The
height was measured at the midpoint of the maximum width,
and the width at the midpoint ofthe maximum height. To find
the distribution of slmKr gas in the different regions of the
lungs, penetration indices (P1) for the intermediate and the
peripheral ROIs were calculated as follows:

P1 = counts/pixel in intermediate ROI
mt. counts/pixel in central ROI

P1 = counts/pixel in peripheral ROI
per. counts/pixel in central ROI

Zonal indices were calculated by taking the ratio (as percent
age) of counts in each zone to the total counts in both lungs.
The indicesfor the left and right lungswerecalculatedsepa
rately. The penetration and zonal indices, area, height, and the
width of each lung were compared between the three breathing
systems using a paired t-test.

TABLE3
Comparison of LungArea, Height, and Width Between

ThreeBreathingSystems
(Mean Values in Pixels, with s.d.)

backgroundcutoffwas 15%,the intermediateROI wasdrawn
on isocountcontourof 35%.)The peripheralROI lay between
the extremitiesof the lung definedby the backgroundcutoff
and the intermediateROI.Todeterminethe zonalindices,each
lung was divided equally into upper and lower zones (Fig. 18).
Note that a separate ROI was delineated for each image

LEFT LUNG RIGHT LUNG

FIGURE1
Delineationof ROlson posterior lung image.For penetration
indIces,eachlungis dividedintocentral,Intermediate,and
peripheralROIS(A).CentralROloccupiesonequarterof wkith
andmiddlethirdof heightof eachlung.IntermediateROlis
drawn with isocount contour 20% above background cutoff.
PeripheralROllies betweenextremitiesof lungdefinedby
background cutoff and intermediate AOl. For zonal indices
each lung is divided equally Into upper and lower zones (B)

I
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height of the lung. Our investigation is based on 18 patients,
eachinhalingthroughall threebreathingsystemsand withfive
different parameters: penetration and zonal indices, area,
height,and widthmeasuredfromeach lungin all patients.On
the basis of these findings we believe that our results are more
meaningful.

Weconcludethat neither the regionalpulmonarydistribu
tion of 81mj(@.gas nor the indicated shape of the lung differ
significantly among the three breathing systems. Our previous
work(1) showedthat a reservoirsystemdelivers 8lmKr
gas to the lungs,and that imagesare obtainedin half the time
comparedwithothersystems.A breathingsystemofthis nature
can be used without misrepresentingthe shapesof the lungs
or the pulmonarydistributionof gas.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The summaryofthe results is in Tables 1,2, and 3. Tables
1 and 2 show the regional distribution ofslmKr gas in @hetwo
lungs, in terms of penetration and zonal indices, among three
breathing systems. Comparison of each lung in terms of area,
height, and width is shown in Table 3. Each table gives mean
and standard deviation values, which show a wide variation in
the sample population. Such variation is expected because the
sizeof the lungsand thegasdistributionin themwillvaryfrom
one patient to another. However, the test of significance used
was the paired t-test, which compared the same parameter
obtained from each patient between the breathing systems.

Tables 1 and 2 show that there is no significant difference
between the penetration and zonal indices. This suggests that
the regionalpulmonarydistributionof 81m}(@g@deliveredby
the threebreathingsystemsis the same.Table3 showsthat the
area, height, and the width ofthe lungs do not change signifi
cantly for a majority of the tests. However,there is a single
exception: the width of the left lung from the nasal breathing
systemdiffered significantly(t = 2.557,p <0.05) compared
with that of the reservoir system. This significant difference
has occurredin onlyoneof the 42 pairedt-tests performedon
the data. We think that this is a chanceoccurrencein a rela
tively small population.

Results of the present investigation differ from those of
Hastingset a!. (2) in the measurementoflung size.Theirstudy
was based on 22 patients divided into six groups each con
taming three to six patients. Each patient inhaled 8lmKr gas
through only two breathing systems. In addition, the mea
surement of lung size was limited to a singleparameter, the
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